San Lorenzo 82
Exposè No: 6109

Construction year
Color
Material

2008
GFK

Engine

2 x CAT C32 DITA (1675 PS)

Output

800 h

Transmission

Shaft

Cruising speed

18 kn

Max. speed

25 kn

Length
Width
Draft
Weight
Fuel tank
Fresh water tank

23,95 m (78,58 ft)
6,18 m (20,28 ft)
1,80 m (5,91 ft)
Diesel (8000 l)
1700 l

Cabins

4+1

Beds

6+1

Bathrooms
Berth

3
Aprilia Marittima (UD)

1.490.000 EUR

1.400.000 EUR
EU VAT paid
+ brokerage commission

Equipment
Air condition, Heater, Generator, Sat, TV, Radio, CD, Gangway, GPS, Radar, Autopilot, Echolot, Microcommander, Teakdeck,
Compass, Bimini, Camper, Flyplane, Landconnection, Anchor winch, Pressurized water, Hot water, Bathing platform, Ceran,
Dishwasher, Fridge, Wetbar, Bow thruster, Stern thruster, Feces, Flybridge

Description & Specifications
Used boat

Nice San Lorenzo 82 with extended hydraulic bathing platform Today the engines have about 800 hours, the 1,900
generators (the engine oil is still straw yellow, not black - the generators have been completely redesigned, the injectors,
etc.) Over 300,000 euros in improvements and refinements: Sea Keeper 16 - STABILIZER under vacuum the best on the
market that offers stability - makes the boat almost immobile at sea or in port (only this including installation costs 150,000
euros) Hydraulic mobile bathing platform in AISI 316, tender holder and sundeck at the stern (it also allows a single person
and in rough seas to let the tender into the water as often as they want) on the fly with sun beds, bimini, table Layout: with
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large living room, smart TV, BOSE system with new and powerful external speakers (4 independent zones: interior living
room, flybridge, stern and bow), possibility of connecting a DJ mixer or playing a group with guitars and microphones, large
kitchen with everyone MIELE appliances, American fridge with ice maker of various shapes, etc. etc. Wine fridge; 4 fridges
in the living area; 1 on the flybridge, a freezer on the bow cupboard and a large one on the stern cupboard and one on the
crew cabin (a total of 8 refrigerators) Basement 4 bedrooms (owner, VIP and two doubles) + 1 triple in the bow for Marinaio;
in onyx bathrooms with cherry briar (great quality), gilded taps and handles, all with toilet + bidet + shower Fly, sun deck,
loungers, deck chairs and dining table for 8 people (completely covered when it rains)
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